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 Interactive Pupil's Book / 
Interactive Activity Book
Fully interactive digital versions of the 
Pupil’s Book and Activity Book with  
integrated interactive activities, audio,  
video material and gradebook.

Extra Online Practice
Children can revisit stories, songs, videos and games from 
the course at home, spending additional time with English as 
well as sharing their achievements with the family.

Empower every child to reach 
their potential and shine!

Based on extensive research in Spain, and in complete alignment 
with the new curriculum, I Can Shine is a new 6-level Primary 
course built on the unique Shine methodology.

I Can Shine is designed to ensure quality education and equal 
opportunities for all children, and to build children’s English language 
abilities while simultaneously equipping them with the competences 
they need to meet the demands of the global world of today and 
tomorrow.

I Can Shine is suitable for schools with 2 to 3 English lessons a week, aiming to 
reach A2 by the end of Primary.

Choose I Can Shine if:
•  you teach 2 to 3 sessions of English a week
•  you have classes of children with a diverse range of previous English

knowledge who mainly need extra reinforcement and support resources
•  you have some children in your classes who need more help in tackling the

activities
•  you expect your students to reach A2 level by the end of Primary

Online 360º games
Open up a world of engaging 
content that transports 
students beyond the classroom 
inspiring them to explore a 
panoramic environment and 
answer quizzes at their own 
pace to review and consolidate 
learning from the unit.

NEWAligned with the
NEW EDUCATION LAW
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 For pupils

 Pupil’s Book 
The Pupil’s Book provides material to present and practise the key language 
effectively, following an implicit grammar approach supported with grammar 
reference at the end of the book.

It is designed with clear lesson objectives and signposting to guide pupils 
throughout the unit. Helper suggestions support children throughout the unit. 
Includes Learning Experiences every two units to make learning come to life.

 Activity Book  
In full colour, the Activity Book provides reinforcement and consolidation of 
the language and skills presented in the Pupil’s Book. Example models are 
provided for every activity and language learning is supported with a picture 
dictionary at the end of the book. Includes puzzles and games for fun practice 
and motivating ‘Our World’ section to practise language in real life tasks.

Shine Methodology

Amazing bodies

Listen, point and say.

Watch and listen.

mouth nose

ears

arms

hands

Lesson 1 Body parts32

Vocabulary

1 3.01  Listen and explore.

Amazing bodies

Listen, point and say.

Watch and listen.

mouth nose

arms

hands

Lesson 1 Body parts32

Vocabulary

1 3.01  Listen and explore.

Amazing bodies

ears

Discover the  
Shine Methodology

www.pearsonELT.es/icanshine


Level

Mindful Me

music
drink a glass 

learn 

say ‘I can!’

When you feel unhappy or tired, remember the 
things that make you smile. You can...
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All print materials available with 
interactive books to suit every teaching 

scenario, both in and outside the classroom.
PRIMARY

 For the teacher

 Teacher’s Book 
With detailed step-by-step lesson plans for every 
lesson, along with ideas for extra activities and games. 
It also provides a detailed introduction that outlines the 
methodology, as well as recommendations for effective 
use of all the course resources.

 Also available 
• Flashcards
• Story Cards
• Posters

 DIGITAL

 Presentation tool
A complete interactive version of the Pupil’s Book and 
Activity Book with videos, interactive activities and 
teacher’s resources.

 Digital resources with external 
exam preparation material
Includes assignable online homework with 
automatic grading, a robust assessment pack, all the 
audio and video for the course in one place, digital 
versions of posters, flashcards and story cards and 
extra resources, worksheets and games.

Test Generator
A bank of tests that allows you to create, customise 
and print your own tests at the right level for your 
students to check their progress and help to improve 
performance so that they can reach their full potential.

NEW EDUCATION LAW 
Handy Guide

Includes references to competences, Learning 
Experiences (Situaciones de Aprendizaje) and 
Teaching Programmes aligned to the new 
curriculum and helps teachers navigate through 
the course to meet the requirements of the New 
Education Law.

Bringing the New Education Law to life

ISBNs 1 2 3 4 5 6

Pupil's Book & Interactive Pupil's 
Book and Digital Resources 9788420576107 9788420576220 9788420576343 9788420576466

Activity Book & Interactive Activity 
Book and Digital Resources 9788420576114 9788420576237 9788420576350 9788420576473

Activity Book & Interactive Pupil's 
Book-Activity Book and Digital 
Resources 

9788420576121 9788420576244 9788420576367 9788420576480

Interactive Pupil's Book 
and Digital Resources 9788420576138 9788420576251 9788420576374 9788420576497

Interactive Activity Book 
and Digital Resources 9788420576145 9788420576268 9788420576381 9788420576503

Interactive Pupil's Book-Activity 
Book and Digital Resources 9788420576152 9788420576275 9788420576398 9788420576510

Click here to get a FREE sample!

9788420576589

9788420576596

9788420576602

9788420576619

9788420576626

9788420576633

9788420576701

9788420576718

9788420576725

9788420576732

9788420576749

9788420576756

https://www.pearsonelt.es/campaigns/SamplesMaterials_AAERQ_UIcf25e4dc3163d4648c41-ICANSHINE.html


Age-appropriate 
content and fun 
contexts that pupils 
can relate to spark 
curiosity and
keep young learners 
motivated and on 
task.

34 Lesson 3 Story

1   Who’s in the story? Tick (✓).

2 3.07   Listen or watch.

Story

✓

I’ve got big feet. 
I can’t dance.

I can dance.

Unit 3 Rise and Shine Towers

35Value: Respecting diff erences

3

3   Who can dance? Tick (✓) and say.

Imagine

I can understand 
a story about abilities.

Respect 
differences.

Values

4  Act out.

333

Sparks curiosity and fosters creativity

Helps each child to reach their own objectives 
through a clear and personalised learning path

 Level 1  Unit 1

 Level 1  Unit 1

Amazing bodies

2 3.02 Listen, point and say.

3 Watch and listen.

3

mouth nose

ears

arms

hands

Lesson 1 Body parts32

Vocabulary

1 3.01  Listen and explore.

What can 
you see?

3333

Grammar

1 3.03 Sing and act.

3  Play a guessing game!

2 3.05  Listen and circle.

21

3

S gnO

3

eyes

feet legs

Lesson 2 I’ve got (one) (eye). 33

I can talk about 
my body.

Wonder

I’ve got one eye. Robot 3!

Clear and concise learning objective to 
finish the lesson. Lesson objective is 
clearly indicated on the page.

Helper supports 
students by asking 
open questions 
that allow them to 
contribute with what 
they know. 

Examples in activities 
to support students.

Visual video icons 
make children curious 
about the animation.

Our World video adds context.
Video icons are bigger and visually 
more evident.

Grammar boxes are 
not explicit.
Grammar is 
presented through 
a song.

Self-assessment 
sticker motivates 
pupils and develops 
fine motor skills.

The unique Progress 
path sets out learner
journey and builds 
towards a clear
objective and a final 
unit task that gives
every pupil their time 
to shine.

Unit title sets out 
topic and project end 
goal.

Look! 
One leg! 

I can hop!

4     Make a body poster. Show your class what 
you can do!

Create  Step 2

Shine

Step 3 I can shine!Step 3Step 3

5 Read  and tick (✓).

I can talk 
about my body. 

I can describe my 
abilities. I can give 

instructions. 

I can understand 
a story about 

abilities. 

1
2

4
3

Well done!

Look! 
One leg! 

I can hop!

End-of-unit project and self-assessment

Shine 3

41

The end-of-unit task 
gives every pupil their 
time to shine.

Amazing bodies

2 3.02 Listen, point and say.

3 Watch and listen.

3

mouth nose

ears

arms

hands

Lesson 1 Body parts32

Vocabulary

1 3.01  Listen and explore.

What can
you see?

Imagine stage: 
activities to spark 
curiosity.

NEWAligned with the
NEW EDUCATION LAW

Helper supports  
students and 
highlights values that 
appear in the story.

35Value: Respecting differences

3

3 Who can dance? Tick (✓) and say.

Imagine

I can understand 
a story about abilities.

Respect 
differences.

Values

4 Act out.

333

34 Lesson 3 Story

1 Who’s in the story? Tick (✓).

2 3.07 Listen or watch.

Story

✓

I’ve got big feet. 
I can’t dance.

I can dance.

Unit 3 Rise and Shine Towers

Click here to get a FREE sample!

https://www.pearsonelt.es/campaigns/SamplesMaterials_AAERQ_UIcf25e4dc3163d4648c41-ICANSHINE.html
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The unique I Can Shine unit stages link to future skills and each stage has a dedicated 
‘helper’ who guides and supports pupils in activities that develop these skills.

Our World videos 
expose pupils to the 
wider world and use 
the global context 
as a springboard for 
thinking about both 
the local issues and 
bigger picture ideas.

PRIMARY

Competence based with emphasis on future skills

Contributes to educate responsible citizens and develops 
sustainable values

 Level 1  Unit 1

 Level 1  Unit 1

38

Clapping game

Lesson 6 Games around the world38

1 3.15 Listen, point and say. 2 3.16 Listen and number.

3  Look and circle. Say.

4  Watch and listen.

close clap
1

touch move

Hide and seek

a b a b

Simon says

a b

Global Citizen

What can they do?

2 31

Global Citizen

Let’s be
 friends

Let’s be
 friends

Global Citizen

Let’s be
 friends

Let’s be
 friends

Global Citizen

I share
toys!

I share
toys!

Global Citizen

I share
toys!

I share
toys!

Global Citizen

I celebrate all 
families!

I celebrate all 
families!

Global Citizen

I celebrate all 
families!

I celebrate all 
families!

Global Citizen

I play with 
friends!

I play with 
friends!

Global Citizen

I play with 
friends!

I play with 
friends!

Global Citizen

I try different 
food!

I try different 
food!

Global Citizen

I try different 
food!

I try different 
food!

Global Citizen

I appreciate 
special clothes

I appreciate 
special clothes

Global Citizen

I appreciate 
special clothes

I appreciate 
special clothes

OptA

OptB

OptC

OptD

Lorem ipsum

Games 
around 

the world

38 Lesson 7 Giving game instructions

1   Read and match.

39

3   Let’s play a game!

3

My Everyday English

Grow

body 

hands 

nose 

eyes 

2 3.17   Listen and tick (✓).

I can give 
instructions.

close your

touch your

clap your

move your

1

2

3

4

Move 
your body!

Well done!

333

I can give 

39

More guided activities 
with examples help 
students tackle the 
activities.

Global citizenship 
lesson opens 
learners' eyes to 
the world around 
them.

Look! 
One leg! 

I can hop!

4     Make a body poster. Show your class what 
you can do!

Create  Step 2

Shine

Step 3 I can shine!Step 3Step 3

5  Read  and tick (✓).

I can talk 
about my body. 

I can describe my 
abilities. I can give 

instructions. 

I can understand 
a story about 

abilities. 

1
2

4
3

Well done!

Look! 
One leg! 

I can hop!

End-of-unit project and self-assessment

Shine 3

41 8484 Choose a toy you don’t need to donate 
to school. How do you feel?

H
om

e-school link

Donating toys we don’t need
Learning     

experience
Learning     Learning     

experienceexperienceexperienceexperience1

Think!

1 Look and guess. Ask and answer.

2 Read and think. What’s in the boxes?

Remember!

What’s this? 

It’s a...

1 2 3
Look and guess. Ask and answer.

8484 Choose a toy you don’t need to donate 

H
om

e-school lliinnkk

Hello! I’m Alice and this is my family: my dad, 

my mum and my grandad.

We can reduce waste and reuse toys.

We donate toys. This is for my school.
I’ve got a doll.

Step 1

Step 2 Manage 
frustration

Start!

Learning 
Experiences 
every two units, 
that act as review 
but focus on 
competences 
and Future Skills.

End of unit 
project to 
show what has 
been learned 
throughout the 
unit.

Learning Experience: 
A specific UN Sustainable 
Development Goal 
is included in every 
learning experience.
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around 

the world

38 858585

Su

sta
inab

leDevelopmentGoals

Responsible consumption and production

12 Context: personal/social

Future skills: be a good citizen

Sustainable goal: reuse things

Resource:a label

Create!
3 Look and write.

Step 3
Create!Create!Step 3Step 3

321
plane
old
from grandad

teddy bear
brown
from 

kite
blue, yellow, red 
from 

4 Write your label.

6   Put your toy in the donations box and say.

5   Present your toy to the class.

doll
small
from Alice 

7   Think and say.   

Step 4
Peer review! Refl ection Time

I can use 
and       vocabulary.

I can describe and 
reuse                .   

I can think of 
others       . 

PDF

7   Think and say.   

This label is great!
You are a nice person!Don’t be sad! You are very kind.

Time
I can use 
and       vocabulary.and       vocabulary.and       vocabulary.

I can describe and 
reuse                .   reuse                .   reuse                .   reuse                .   reuse                .   

I can think of 
others       . 

This is for school. 

This is my doll. It’s small. 
I love my doll, but this is for 
my school now. I’m happy.

Thank you! You are very kind.

 Emphathise
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  Provides clear and personalised 
learning pathways
Built on pedagogical foundations through the 
Global Scale of English, enables every child to reach 
their true potential.

  Sparks curiosity and fosters creativity
Provides pupils with opportunities to be creative and 
use their imaginations, through stories, activities 
and projects.

  Educates children to be responsible 
citizens and develops sustainable 
values
Encourages pupils to take responsibility for their 
behaviour in the world and to act with sensitivity 
towards social, cultural, civic and environmental 
issues.

  Raises awareness of the sustainable 
development goals 
The sustainable development goals are integrated 
in the topics of the units while Learning Experiences 
provide opportunities for students to consider how 
they can contribute towards achieving the goals.   

  Competence based approach with 
emphasis on future skills
Fun, exciting material and course characters develop 
competences and prepare pupils to succeed both in 
the classroom and in the outside world. 

  Builds digital competence 
A full range of flexible digital solutions, including 
innovative 360º online games, builds pupil's 
confidence in dealing with the challenges and 
excitement of the digital world.

The unique Shine Methodology is designed with deliberate progress in mind, 
helping each child to achieve their own objectives through a clear learning 
path:

Wonder, to spark children’s interests.

Imagine, to encourage cognitive engagement.

Build, for language input and practice and to build 
communication skills and confidence.

Grow, to open pupils’ eyes to the real world with a 
global citizenship objective.

Shine, to allow every pupil to showcase their 
achievements.

Empower every child to
reach their potential and shine!

NEW  
FOR PRIMARY

Aligned with the
NEW EDUCATION LAW

What’s great about the Shine Methodology?

Unique 5-stage
MethodologyM

each child to achieve their own objectives through a clear learning 

www.pearsonELT.es/shine
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